
a science group company

Benefits of outsourcing your state renewals and 
maintenance to TSG include:

1.  Mitigating the risks associated with staff turnover 
during critical renewals months, and the challenges 
associated with staffing up for seasonal work

2.  Lifting the internal administrative burden off finance 
staff processing numerous state fees

3.  Lowering costs, compared with performing the 
activities in-house

TSG Consulting would be delighted to work as an 
extension of your in-house team and lift the burden of 
routine renewals work. 

Regulatory support –  
state renewals and maintenance
Let TSG Consulting lift the burden 
of routine renewals work

Tired of constantly hiring and 
training personnel in seasonal 
renewals work? Concerned that a 
high staff turnover could result in 
non-compliance? Bogged down 
by the administrative burden 
of processing hundreds, if not 
thousands of state renewal fees? 
If you are, TSG Consulting can 
lift the weight of this essential, 
yet resource-taxing and time-
consuming work, freeing your 
staff to focus on the higher-value 
commercial activities that keep 
staff stimulated and engaged.

Get in touch for an informal chat about 
how we can support your company:
+1 202 828 8990
info@tsgconsulting.com

www.tsgconsulting.com

Why TSG Consulting? 

North American presence – 12 offices worldwide,  
including offices in Washington DC and California
Comprehensive coverage – Regulatory consulting and 
scientific expertise
Proven – 30 year history with deep regulatory roots
Experienced – TSG provides full product registration and 
maintenance services for pesticides, fertilizers and feed
Streamlined system – Deadline-driven, automated 
renewals database, providing clients with 24/7 access to 
real-time status of all registrations
Well positioned – Influencers in key industry associations



Function

R  Regulatory

M  Management

A  Administrative

F  Finance

S  Sales/Marketing

In addition to potentially saving your company money and freeing 
up your staff to focus on higher-value commercial activities, you’ll 
benefit from TSG’s expertise and efficiency that comes with 
processing tens of thousands of state renewals. 

The infographic below highlights just some of the in-house 
functions involved in the state renewals cycle.

If you would like to learn more about how we can support your 
company with state renewals and maintenance, please get in 
touch via info@tsgconsulting.com.

The state renewals cycle

At first glance, outsourcing may appear 
to be an expensive option. However, 
when factoring the often-overlooked 
costs such as overheads and employee 
benefits into the total compensation 
of the relevant regulatory, finance, 
administrative and management staff, 
TSG provides a cost-effective solution.

Train new 
additions to state 

renewals staff

Renewal notices  
received 

- Identify and gather  
missing renewal notices

- Liaise with states 
to correct erroneous 

information

The state 
renewals cycle

Coordinate with 
management on where 

sales will continue 
- Implement life cycle 

changes based on sales 
discontinuance

Calculate state fees 
owed considering 
cancellations and 

state fee increases
- Budget approval

Process renewals  
and sales reports

- Prepare additional required 
supporting documentation

- Coordinate and collect 
reported sales data

- Convert sales data into 
required reporting  

format

Internal payment 
requests

 - Check requests
- Credit card 

payments
- Post-payment 
reconciliation

Create and file 
internal submission 
records and mail/

submit to state

Process certificates
- Gather certificates 
not mailed by states
- QC all certificates 

prior to filing
- Correct certificate 

errors as needed

Confirm 100% 
completion of 

renewals
- Status update to 

stakeholders

Update project 
management 
tracking tools

Begin planning 
for the next 

renewals cycle
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